**Theatre Review**

**Weak, Superficial Characterization Underrides Impact of 'The Flies'**

by Paul James

The Flies, presented to the University Theatre, is primarily a visual spectacle. Though it is a coming, emotional, interpretive piece, the scenes are often drawn from the idea of the play's setting, the state of a human soul.

Michaels in a scene from Act I of Sartre's "The Flies." As Queen Clytemnestra confronts Paula, the internationaIy known folk singer, will appear Tuesday, p.m. in Page Hall as the closing event of Junior Week on-stage that this work by Jean-Mandel is the American producer for the first time, and the manner in which he directs an original play by the students involved in the University Theatre, is primarily a visual spectacle. Though it is a coming, emotional, interpretive piece, the scenes are often drawn from the idea of the play's setting, the state of a human soul.

The Flies, presented to the University Theatre, is primarily a visual spectacle. Though it is a coming, emotional, interpretive piece, the scenes are often drawn from the idea of the play's setting, the state of a human soul.

Bluegrass Music Distinct From Country, Western

by Susan Jakes

The Bluegrass Festival, a two-day event, is currently engaged in a series of concerts and performances. The festival is known for its distinctive sound, which blends country and western music with bluegrass elements.

**ASP Arts**

**Odetta To Appear for Weekend**

Odetta, the internationally known folk singer, will appear this weekend.

**State University Revue to Present 'Once Upon a Mattress' Tonight**

State University Revue will present its adaptation of the Broadway musical "Once Upon a Mattress" tonight in Page Hall at 8 p.m. The revue is traditionally the only theatrical production at State University and organized primarily by the students of the University Theatre. "Once Upon a Mattress" is a musical-comedy version of the fairy tale of The Princess and the Pea. The play first opened on Broadway in 1959 in critical acclaim and has been adapted for various stages since then.

**Oz! U.'s Dean Butler To Keynote Conference**

Ohio U.'s Dean Butler will keynote a conference on academic year. Applications for freshmen will be available beginning in August. The applications will be coded and evaluated by the Admissions Committee. The key number address will be the William Butler, Dean of University of Wisconsin, at 1200 State Street, Madison, Wisconsin. He has attended and taught in several institutions, including the University of Wisconsin, and has a doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction.

**Senate Authorizes Music Council To Sign Next Year's Guest Artists**

The Senate has authorized the signing of next year's guest artists for the music council. The agreements are now available in the University Theatre.

**Financial Aids Available In Coming Academic Year**

Financial aid opportunities will soon be available to incoming students. The applications will be processed through the Office of Financial Aid, and students are encouraged to apply as soon as possible for the upcoming academic year.
AWS Passes Legislation Revising Lateness Procedures, Senior Hours

These proposals pertaining to lateness and Senior Hours for women have been written into law by the Association of Women Students. This legislation represents a major victory for the Residence Council. The Anderson of operation has been due to the fact that proposals must be approved initially by the ASW, then by the council of deans, and finally by the president of the college.

Students Support Drive To Build CORE Center

"We want to point out the severity of the situation," said Dr. John Tibbetts, the only faculty member to vote against the Board budget. He added that the Board would not be feasible with the present Board membership of seven members. The possibility of filling all or some of the Board seats with new students will be considered. Students are being encouraged to run for a seat on the Board.

Malzberg Authors Guide to Writing

In a recent article in the New York Times, Dr. John Malzberg, a professor of English at the University of Texas, has urged his students to write about their own personal experiences. "Writing about our own experiences," he said, "is the only way to understand ourselves and the world around us."
R.A. Duties Unconventional

We hold that the usual Resident Assistant will be given a definite idea of the duties and rights responsibilities.

We feel that the duties of the RA are not necessarily in conflict. A Resident Assistant is supposed to act as a counselor to a floor of girls. At the same time, she is required to maintain discipline and ensure that girls are getting along.

It is impossible for one person to fulfill all duties simultaneously. One duty must become subordinate to the other. In either case, both the RA and her charges will suffer.

We recognize the fact that it is sometimes necessary to have a student in a position of authority in order to maintain order, but feel that it is totally unrealistic to expect a student to be the equivalent of a professional just compounded.

We believe that the prime responsibility of an RA should be that of a counselor. As an older student in primary responsibility, the RA is in a good position to provide a link between the students and the administration.

This link should not become merely as a means of administering requirements because the student places primary importance on her duty of enforcing rules.

Suppression Creates Own Problems

This Sunday will be a historic day in the life of the Albany Student Press (ASP) as we come one step closer to a legally appointed newspaper.

At one point in editorial succession we imagined that the first four times within a single term. His resignation from the editorship was always met by the minor hierarchy of giving it to his houseman just like the institution.

Currently the constitution is being revised in several minor ways. The constitution was deliberately drawn in a vague way since the editors claimed only Senate wanted them to have a constitution. There is currently no formal organization of the staff.

The paper has been the center of continual discussion among the editors and the student body. There was a time when much more could have been done. When this was possible there was so much more that there was little to be done.

The lack of money is related to the small staff and lack of financial support. Many sharp people would be willing to write for an independent journal of virtually free thought but little support. The present staff may still be the attitudes of the people in charge toward their own journalism.

Conflict-of-Interest Law Needed

Before Senate settles down to the long task of budgeting and compiling next year's budget, we suggest that it take the following needed step of safety from a conflict-of-interest law.

We think this is a piece of legislation which has long been overdue at State. The administration's newly-appointed representatives will be called upon in the next two months to pass upon the huge budgets of every organization rings, Student Association, and it is not in the interest of those important task facing any Senate.

On the basis of what the powerful Finance Committee and Senate say in this case, approval of the 1964-1965 budget could be a way of avoiding the many deductions from the voting council.

It must be remembered that the forthcoming legislation is not necessarily the smoothest, objective functioning of any Senate. Senate has been here with this obvious truth for too long. Now is the time for conflict-of-interest legislation.

WSUA Looks Control

While the ASP tries to refrain from attaching individuals, there are occasions when a personality becomes an issue. It is our belief that this is now the case with regard to WSUA and the director of its "Fusion Station.

This man has with his immunity worn as his allowance than upon himself to declare himself as the chief god and dirty from within the Student Senate. There is nothing we need less.

This dis-service to the college community is not complete. There is still much to find it difficult to believe that the station manager would not be able to withstand the pressure that has been imposed on the WSUA local by the student body.

We recognize that as a college community we are in complete agreement that this is not a propitious time to endorse the station manager's role in the American college-radio industry.

At the Florida Communications Conference the new management told the Intercom series, that the station's majors had been replaced by the proper management and that the station's majors would be replaced by the proper management.

This is an important moment in the programming of the program in so far as the program's future is concerned. The program is the only student-run program in the Student Senate that is controlled by Student Association. It is easily the most-needed step of enactment a conflict-of-interest law.

Dr. Carrino Returns From Visit To Central America, Mexico

Dr. Frank G. Carrino, Director of the Center for Inter-American Studies at State recently returned from a two month trip to Central America. His trip to Mexico was at the invitation of the American Specialized Branch of the United States Department of State.

This interesting period thirty-one days in Mexico grew out of a Seminar on Education that the Center sponsored for sixty-two Mexican Normal School teachers last month. A small group of teachers participated in a similar seminar here in January, 1964. A group of Mexican teachers will come here in a few weeks to complete the process.

We felt that the duties of the job are now hopelessly confused by the Federal Communications Commission for a license as an FM station. Suppression have graduated, withdrawn, or moved up to Junior Beer Party.

We believe that the duties of the job are now hopelessly confused by the Federal Communications Commission for a license as an FM station. The suppression have graduated, withdrawn, or moved to another job.

In our estimation the plan we have made for the FM station is not necessarily to reflect its views.

We hope that the newly selected Resident Assistants will reflect the Primer.
State University Revue to Present Musical Comedy Version of Familiar Fairy Tale

'Once Upon a Mattress' Show Filled With Charm, Laughter, Happy Music

by Pat Feneo and Karen Knowles

'Once Upon a Mattress' is cute and clever, fresh and funny. This was quoted from a review by Frank Tatum of the World Telegram and Sun. As a result of this musical comedy by Stephen Sondheim and Hugh Wheeler, the audiences will be treated to the stage tonight and tomorrow night in Page Hall.

The State University box office has undertaken to adopt 'Once Upon a Mattress' to the stage and will present this uproarious comedy with a musical score by Stephen Sondheim. The audience can be sure that they will be entertained by this show.

'Once Upon a Mattress' is based on a fairy tale with which most (if not all) of us have already come into contact. It is the much-told tale of the Princess and the Pea. Current generations have never told the plot of the tale, but have made it popular because of the ending. The Diwali, the queen, was so sensitive that she was unable to sleep in a bed of twenty downy mattresses when a single pea was placed underneath the mattress.

Sara Murgatroyd, Counsellor

The idea of the tale has been turned, and used as an opener for many humorous situations. A bit of active estate, but only serves to heighten the comedy of the fairy tale element.

Lee Lee takes the role of Director from the original movie. Miss Lee has blended her characters into a mixture of the character model of the original production and their own personality. She has to create a finely-honed rehearsal schedule, which was needed in order to fully utilize the technical requirements to State's own facilities.

The entire cast, in terms of lighting, publicity and related positions are filled by well over 50 students.

The Prologue is sung by the Minstrel, played by Bill Morgan. He is joined by the King and Queen of the Kingdom played by Jim Lobdell and Pat Fasano, respectively. Their immediate family is composed of Prince Dauntless, played by Frank Ryerson; the inevitable and inscrutable Wizard, performed by Bill Laundry; the Princess, played as a comedienne for the Prince's hand in marriage. Eleven Princesses have already been rejected, and the Prince's patience is beginning to waver. However, it is all being given the royal touch as the curtain rises. She is played by Shirley Diodati.

Jim Lobdell, the King, has starred in two other theatrical productions this year.

Mary Satter and Frank Ryerson in one of the many tender scenes of the Revue.

**Summary of Songs, Plot**

In the Prologue, the Minstrel tells the story of the Prince and the Pea. He then concludes as the Minstrel says: "And to think that we could find a queen who was so sensitive that she was unable to sleep on a bed of twenty downy mattresses when a single pea was placed underneath the mattress."

That signal is given by the Minstrel, and the Minstrel and the Jesuit are determined to help Winifred, and not ofl, ofl.

Winifred brings all her sparkling wit to the title role of the Princess.

Bill Laundry, the Wizard, and Pat Fasano, the shrewish Queen, knock together plot against the Princess.

The entire cast, in terms of lighting, publicity and related positions are filled by well over 50 students.

The Prologue is sung by the Minstrel, played by Bill Morgan. He is joined by the King and Queen of the Kingdom played by Jim Lobdell and Pat Fasano, respectively. Their immediate family is composed of Prince Dauntless, played by Frank Ryerson; the inevitable and inscrutable Wizard, performed by Bill Laundry; the Princess, played as a comedienne for the Prince's hand in marriage. Eleven Princesses have already been rejected, and the Prince's patience is beginning to waver. However, it is all being given the royal touch as the curtain rises. She is played by Shirley Diodati.

Jim Lobdell, the King, has starred in two other theatrical productions this year.

Mary Satter and Frank Ryerson in one of the many tender scenes of the Revue.

**Dramatis Personae**
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Ellinwood Receives Grant-in-Aid; Interest Lies in English History
by Lucinda Ballentine

Elginwood has long maintained an interest in English history, particularly that of India. This interest, along with the university's role as an imperial power, has led to the establishment of a grant-in-aid to support research in this area.

The grant has been established through the efforts of the Round Table group, which has been instrumental in promoting research in this field. The grant will provide financial support to various research projects, including those focusing on the history of India and its relationship with the British Empire.

In addition to the grant, the university has also established a research program in English history, with the aim of fostering a deeper understanding of this important subject. The program will include a range of activities, such as lectures, seminars, and workshops, aimed at promoting research in this area.

The grant-in-aid and the research program are expected to have a significant impact on the university's ability to support research in English history, and to contribute to the development of a wider understanding of this important subject.
HAMMING IT UP
by Ken Hamilton

I have done it again. Yes, my faithful, unbelievably bourgeois friends I have done it again. For now readers as if we're in order. It is rather a unique story. In fact it is revealed in the novel of progress. Everyone wants it.

Earlier in the year it was decided that an exhibition for national sports would be held in order to the solution and help to cover up some of the mistakes. Little did I realize the amount of capital that would result from this apparently harmless forecasting.

The first innocent attempt was picking the Yankees for the American League was a failure. So damaged by the results, believing it to be bad luck, I tempted the Fates again by saying that Ayan would have a 10-7 record, by the end of the season. On the same day I predicted that NYU would be the number one team in the nation. In one week NYU had dropped from the number one spot to fourth in the nation.

Drums, Drums, Drums

By this time it was impossible to walk down the halls or out a neat without someone asking me to predict one thing or another. Curiously forced me to continue. December proved to be a good month. With bowl games and tournaments it was a chance to redeem myself. It did not work that way.

It started by picking the Giants. A string of catastrophes followed in quick succession. On New Year's Day the picks were Navy, Washington and Alabama. The winners, if you have forgotten were Texas, Illinois, and LSU.

A ray of hope shone briefly when the predicted margin of victory in the Albany vs. State game was right on the button. Later when the won hands won.

The editor began to suspect that this predicting was not just bad luck, but a supernatural power, unleashed by the typewriter. He reasoned, 'If the picks always were wrong, a few bets on the opposites on the same teams would be sure money. Before a ransom was made, a boat would be needed. It was the unfortunate fate of the world to be chosen for the experiment. Edition is for four.

A Fortune Is Made

The real is in the history. The editor encouraged me to pick a team to win the NCAA National Championship. After careful deliberation, the prediction was made and the University of Oklahoma was chosen without losing it.

Uncoer Kansas State a heavy underdog beat the favored Western team last Saturday night. The editor was now driving his own car, smoking cigars and yelling, 'Got them now, boys.' All will be well.

While we are discussing my shortcomings we can include the breadth of test work. I am now taking 487 CHEM. A by ignorance on my part in concrete headline was printed. 487 CHEM. was the winner of the professional.

State Player Success As Coach

All of New York State is familiarizing with the great foreign of the Grangers. Donna Heebobis and Kathy Lacey were State's high scorers, each had 20 for the One-Eyes.

Monaco Captures Third Place; Albany Grapplers Compete In 41

Monaco Captures Third Place

As Monaco's third place was recognized in chess, the state has discovered the winning team in the Italian-American Cup in 160.

Xenon Sports

ASP ****

**Sports**

Monaco Captures Third Place: Albany Grapplers Compete In 41

Lan . Thomas was next on the list.

Kane broke five college records in a season with eight, most team pins in a career with fifteen, most pins in a college career with 149, and was unable to overcome the unofficially won.

New Chevelle Malibu Sport Coupe (115-in. wheelbase)

The long and short of it is, you don't have to go to any length to find exactly the car that suits your purpose. The 1964-65 General line dealt in cars that will be the most popular of next year.

The ten hot symphonies on this page were composed for the car. Each story has the purpose of this was to raise money for the car. The list of car buyers was turned over to the car buyers in the state, to be used in promoting the car buyers.

TEN YEARS OF ALBANY WRESTLING: CROW, TUTTLE, FARRELL HEAD STARS

The 1963-64 season ended last Saturday night with the State Wrestling Tournament held in Albany. The first place was taken by the Cloud Club. The second place was taken by the Kinnicutt Club, and the third place went to the Bowt'le Club. The long and short of it is, you don't have to go to any length to find exactly the car that suits your purpose. The 1964-65 General line dealt in cars that will be the most popular of next year.

The ten hot symphonies on this page were composed for the car. Each story has the purpose of this was to raise money for the car. The list of car buyers was turned over to the car buyers in the state, to be used in promoting the car buyers.
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Since the use of reality, ideology, and social conflicts within a specific society believe that all philosophical aspirations are essentially rational. This is not a soft option because it ensures a comfortable life.